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2020 Outlook: A Muddle, Not a Tumble – Executive Summary 
 
Key themes that will shape 2020: 
 
 US Consumers drive the bus on this economic expansion - The strength of the US Consumer, and more importantly 

their willingness to continue to spend, will ultimately determine the length of this economic cycle. Consumers currently 
possess the ability to continue spending, but savings rates are rising, and this long expansion looks to be tiring them 
out. 
 

 Corporations hold the keys to the US Consumer - Corporate earnings and revenues will be “good enough” to keep 
the best labor market in over 50 years from materially unraveling. We see the market’s focus shift from continued 
corporate hiring and break-neck employment growth to more of a focus on keeping the 23m+ workers hired in this 
economic expansion employed and making a decent wage – thus we believe jobless claims staying low is the key 
to the US labor market. 
 

 Growth bounce outside the US and a stall then a bounce in the US - Global growth will modestly rebound in 2020 
after a bottoming process in late 2019. US growth will reach a stall speed of 1.5% to 1.8% in 2020 before a more 
favorable post-election policy mix generates a rebound to 2.0% in 2021. 
 

 Trade will either be the cog or the gunk in the global economic engine - The disposition of the global trade conflict 
will shape the trajectory of global growth, CEO confidence, global manufacturing, and ultimately the direction and 
magnitude of corporate earnings and revenues. We see a phase 1 deal happening before the 2020 election, but little 
to any additional progress on the difficult yet more substantive issues between the US and China.  
 

 Central banks have provided the necessary oil to keep the global economic machine humming and stand ready 
to do more - The Fed and foreign central banks will continue to provide liquidity and monetary policy support to ensure 
that this economic expansion continues, and stand ready to use the monetary policy oil can at the first sign(s) of trouble. 

 
 Range-bound, but modestly higher and steeper - Interest rates will remain broadly range-bound, but the US Treasury 

yield curve will modestly steepen in its attempt to return to some sense of normalcy after many months of distortion and 
inversion. 
 

 Market volatility will return - Markets have always had much to sort out, but this coming year will prove overly taxing. 
The short list of items Markets will have to sort out in 2020 includes: 
 

 Higher than average equity valuations vs. low inflation and low interest rate environment. 
 Mediocre earnings and profitability vs. easier year-over-year comparisons. 
 TINA – There Is No Alternative. Historically low global bond yields drive investors to seek higher returns in risk 

assets. 
 Trade policy whiplash – actual progress vs. purported progress continues to whipsaw markets. 
 Confusing, inconsistent, and mixed messaging from both the Trump Administration, and the broad consortium 

of Democratic contenders to the 2020 Presidential election make reality vs. fiction harder to discern. 
 

 We expect average to below-average returns in markets in 2020 -  Higher valuations, mediocre earnings 
expectations, already low interest rates, and lack of substantive market and economic catalysts lead to a positive, but 
below average year for both equities and fixed income. 
 

 US equities: 4% to 7% 
 International equities: 5% to 8% (USD)  
 Taxable fixed income: 2% to 4% 
 Municipals: 3% to 5% 
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2020 Outlook: A Muddle, Not a Tumble 
 
It continues to amaze and intrigue me how consistently inconsistent and uncertain the world is. One moment you believe 
“this” is going to occur, and then something completely different happens. If this was a text, I’d be inserting the “face slap” 
emoji right here. Need an example? Just think back to how you were feeling at this time last year when you were opening 
up your year-end account statements. US equity markets from September 20th 2018 through Christmas Eve had fallen 
20.2%1 and the value of your invested assets were likely down, and down rather significantly. Then, without much hoopla 
or fanfare, the US equity market course-corrected from Christmas Eve 2018 through December 5th 2019, rising a whopping 
34.9% and taking us 3.5% higher than at any other point in US equity investing history.1 Yep, just like we all expected and 
planned for. Joking aside, we did forecast in our 2019 Outlook positive double-digit US and international equity market 
returns, but certainly not to this magnitude!       
 
As I highlighted in my Q3 2019 write-up back in July, one of the crucial mistakes many investors make is that they wrongly 
conflate “uncertainty” with thoughts of bad market environments, or poor times in which to invest their hard-earned capital. 
As human beings, it logically makes sense to draw that conclusion. Why? Because we all aspire to live our lives with at 
least a moderate level of certainty. We would all like to be certain we have and maintain a good and rewarding job. We all 
aspire to have certainty that we can make a decent wage and provide for our families. We strive for some degree of certainty 
that when we put the proverbial pencils down and retire, that we can maintain a lifestyle worthy of what we’ve worked so 
hard for our entire careers. We all desire and aspire for this level of certainty because we, as human beings, broadly prefer 
to be in control of our lives and the actions we take each and every day - that’s just unfortunately one of our pre-programed 
genetic flaws.  
 
Unfortunately, we cannot always be in control of our lives and the events that happen each and every day, regardless of 
how much we try. Thus, it should be pretty easy then to understand why, when periods of uncertainty arise in markets, 
investors make the mistakes that they so often do. Let’s unpack this concept of “uncertainty” a little more deeply. Let’s think 
about the complete opposite of uncertainty – that being the concept of certainty. Let’s also think about certainty and how 
that would affect asset prices. Hypothetically, if all market participants knew for certain, let’s say, the economic, geopolitical, 
and corporate outcomes over the next year, how would that be reflected in asset prices? Well, that would be pretty easy to 
understand. All affected assets would immediately reflect in the known outcomes over the time horizon, and there would be 
little to no variability in those prices because the outcomes are known for certain. Thus it is the uncertainty and variability 
of markets, world, economic, and corporate events that allows asset prices to do what they do over time, which is 
fluctuate, compound, and grow.    
 
Markets have actually reacted quite positively to bouts of global uncertainty. In the graph below, spikes above both 
200 and 250 have led to positive equity market performance 3, 6, and 12 months post spike.2 
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So, while it may seem like global uncertainty and geopolitical rhetoric never cease to exist, understand that markets can 
and do perform well despite the “noise” of the day. 
 
I will continue to say this until I believe it to be no longer true - I believe that there is still time left in both this market 
and economic cycle; and at least here in the US, for a period longer than many expect. This cycle is lasting longer, and 
will likely continue to last longer due to the massive tailwinds still present from the unprecedented monetary stimulus injected 
into the system via the Fed’s “Quantitative Easing” campaign, a zero interest rate policy that lasted a whopping 7 years (’08-
’15), and a massive fiscal boost via the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act at the tail end of 2017. Additionally, recessions in economies 
outside the US have never pulled the US economy into a recession.2 Never. Thus, while the US is certainly not immune to 
slowing global growth and trade, a recession outside the US is unlikely, in it of itself, to lead to a recession here. 
 
Is it too early for New Year’s resolutions? Regardless, I’m starting one right now. As witnessed with this write-up, my aim in 
2020 is to continue to provide you with deep fact-based commentary that forms a thoughtful mosaic on our global economy 
and markets, but doing so in a more significantly condensed format. I know it’s tough to get through 17+ pages of information, 
no matter how much you enjoy reading it, so I vow to stick to some semblance of brevity in the New Year. 
 
 
Key themes that will shape 2020: 
 
 US Consumers drive the bus on this economic expansion - The strength of the US Consumer, and more importantly 

their willingness to continue to spend, will ultimately determine the length of this economic cycle. Consumers currently 
possess the ability to continue spending, but savings rates are rising, and this long expansion looks to be tiring them 
out. 
 

 Corporations hold the keys to the US Consumer - Corporate earnings and revenues will be “good enough” to keep 
the best labor market in over 50 years from materially unraveling. We see the market’s focus shift from continued 
corporate hiring and break-neck employment growth to more of a focus on keeping the 23m+ workers hired in this 
economic expansion employed and making a decent wage – thus we believe jobless claims staying low is the key 
to the US labor market. 
 

 Growth bounce outside the US and a stall then a bounce in the US - Global growth will modestly rebound in 2020 
after a bottoming process in late 2019. US growth will reach a stall speed of 1.5% to 1.8% in 2020 before a more 
favorable post-election policy mix generates a rebound to 2.0% in 2021. 
 

 Trade will either be the cog or the gunk in the global economic engine - The disposition of the global trade conflict 
will shape the trajectory of global growth, CEO confidence, global manufacturing, and ultimately the direction and 
magnitude of corporate earnings and revenues. We see a phase 1 deal happening before the 2020 election, but little 
to any additional progress on the difficult yet more substantive issues between the US and China.  
 

 Central banks have provided the necessary oil to keep the global economic machine humming and stand ready 
to do more - The Fed and foreign central banks will continue to provide liquidity and monetary policy support to ensure 
that this economic expansion continues, and stand ready to use the monetary policy oil can at the first sign(s) of trouble. 

 
 Range-bound, but modestly higher and steeper - Interest rates will remain broadly range-bound, but the US Treasury 

yield curve will modestly steepen in its attempt to return to some sense of normalcy after many months of distortion and 
inversion. 
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 Market volatility will return - Markets have always had much to sort out, but this coming year will prove overly taxing. 
The short list of items Markets will have to sort out in 2020 includes: 
 

 Higher than average equity valuations vs. low inflation and low interest rate environment. 
 Mediocre earnings and profitability vs. easier year-over-year comparisons. 
 TINA – There Is No Alternative. Historically low global bond yields drive investors to seek higher returns in risk 

assets. 
 Trade policy whiplash – actual progress vs. purported progress continues to whipsaw markets. 
 Confusing, inconsistent, and mixed messaging from both the Trump Administration, and the broad consortium 

of Democratic contenders to the 2020 Presidential election make reality vs. fiction harder to discern. 
 

 We expect average to below-average returns in markets in 2020 -  Higher valuations, mediocre earnings 
expectations, already low interest rates, and lack of substantive market and economic catalysts lead to a positive, but 
below average year for both equities and fixed income. 
 

 US equities: 4% to 7% 
 International equities: 5% to 8% (USD)  
 Taxable fixed income: 2% to 4% 
 Municipals: 3% to 5% 

 
 
US Consumers drive the bus on this economic expansion 
 
Before we get into the state of the US Consumer, it would first make sense to understand how critically important they are 
to not only US growth, but to the overall global growth landscape. The formula for US real GDP is made up of 4 broad 
components: 1) Consumer spending, 2) Corporate capital investment and expenditures (CAPEX), 3) Governmental 
spending and 4) Net trade. As you can see in the bottom-left illustration, the US Consumer makes up the lion’s share of 
US real GDP, coming in at almost 72%.3 The US Consumer is not only a material contributor to US growth, but is also 
one of the single largest contributors to overall global growth. The US Consumer contributes 1% more to global GDP 
than China’s entire economy, contributes almost 3 times more than Japan’s entire economy, and contributes more 
than Germany, the UK, and Italy combined!2  So in a nutshell, as goes the US Consumer, goes US and global growth. 
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So how is the US Consumer doing from a personal financial statement perspective? Starting on the balance sheet side of 
the equation first, household net worth - or our net assets minus our net liabilities (inflation-adjusted), reached the highest 
level ever recorded as of Q3 2019 at $114,907 per capita.3 On the liabilities side, debt payments as a percentage of 
disposable income, or what we owe divided by what we actually bring in, hit the lowest level in over 40 years, also in Q3 of 
2019. The great part about this record reading is it wasn’t due to liabilities falling or interest rates falling making those 
liabilities cheaper, it was due to the denominator rising, or personal incomes going up.4 

 

      
 
Additionally, on the Profit & Loss side of Consumer’s financial statements, is a material increase in Consumer’s personal 
incomes. One of the more important statistics within growth of labor income in this economic expansion is just how broad-
based it has been across all income strata.5 Additionally, qualified workers continue to be hard to come by, and the ratio of 
job vacancies to employed workers is at the highest level in 20 years.6 
 

 
 
As I highlighted at the beginning of this section, consumer spending makes up over two-thirds of US real GDP, and as such, 
is the biggest and arguably most important component of US growth. While consumer spending has been robust and 
continues to meet and/or exceed expectations, the magnitude of Consumer expenditures has been slowing, while 
conversely, the US savings rate has accelerated. The big question at hand is, are we starting to see a shift in consumer’s 
behavior towards “pocketing” those extra dollars rather than spending them on goods, services, and experiences? While 
there are undoubtedly benefits to consumers increasing their personal savings (i.e., squirreling away nuts for a rainy 
economic day in the future), the unfortunate byproduct is lower spending, and thus ultimately lower US real growth. This 
relationship is one that I will be watching closely.  
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So in my opinion, what matters most to this labor market and economic expansion? It’s jobless claims. My belief is 
that it is no longer about adding “x” hundred thousand jobs a month to the labor force. Post the Great Financial Crisis, we 
added nearly 23M+ jobs, which is almost 3 times more than we lost during the crisis, and it’s really about keeping them 
working and making a decent wage. Why? The reason is because consumer spending is more highly correlated to total 
labor income than to consumer confidence or sentiment.2 So while it is certainly very important how consumers feel 
about their personal financial situations, at the end of the day, if you don’t actually have the dollars in your pocket to make 
the purchase, it doesn’t much matter how you feel!  
 

 
 

 

203K – lowest since 1969! 

Spikes 
before a 
recession 
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Corporations hold the keys to the US Consumer 
 
Bottom Line: We believe that US corporate earnings, revenues, and overall profitability will be “good enough” in 2020 to 
support employment, wages, and the broad labor market picture. Additionally, it’s been incredibly difficult for companies to 
find, attract, and retain quality labor – it remains scarce and expensive at this point of the economic cycle. As such, I believe 
companies will be much more reluctant to cut workers at the first sign of trouble because they know how hard it will be to 
replace them after the trouble has passed!  
 
Corporate earnings and profitability had a banner year in 2018, posting a 23% YoY growth rate. So far this year, 2019 
earnings have been broadly flat, but have exceeded analyst expectations (which were calling for negative YoY growth) in 
each of the first 3 reported quarters of 2019.1  
 
Overall, 96% of the companies in the S&P 500 have reported earnings to date for Q3 2019 through November 22nd. Of 
these companies, 75% have reported actual Earnings Per Share (EPS) above the mean EPS estimate, 6% have reported 
actual EPS equal to the mean EPS estimate, and 19% have reported actual EPS below the mean EPS estimate. The 
percentage of companies reporting EPS above the mean EPS estimate is above the 1-year (74%) average and above the 
5-year (72%) average. At the sector level, the Consumer Staples (90%), Health Care (87%), and Information Technology 
(85%) sectors have the highest percentages of companies reporting earnings above estimates, while the Materials (54%) 
and Energy (54%) sectors have the lowest percentages of companies reporting earnings above estimates. In aggregate, 
companies are reporting earnings that are 3.9% above expectations. This surprise percentage is below the 1-year (+5.2%) 
average and below the 5-year (+4.9%) average.7 
 
As of November 22nd, 92 companies in the index have issued EPS guidance for Q4 2019. Of these 92 companies, 65 have 
issued negative EPS guidance and 27 have issued positive EPS guidance. The percentage of companies issuing negative 
EPS guidance is 71% (65 out of 92), which is slightly above the 5-year average of 70%.7 

 
So let’s step back and summarize the current consensus expectations for earnings and revenues over the next 13 months 
which are as follows:7 

 
 For Q4 2019, analysts are projecting earnings growth of -1.4% and revenue growth of 2.5%. 
 For full year 2019, earnings growth of 0.1% and revenue growth of 3.8%. 
 For Q1 2020, earnings growth of 5.3% and revenue growth of 4.4%. 
 For Q2 2020, earnings growth of 6.7% and revenue growth of 4.9%. 
 For full year 2020, earnings growth of 9.9% and revenue growth of 5.5%. 

 
Business confidence is struggling to recover. Business sentiment is trying to recover, but the hits keep coming from 
political uncertainty and trade conflict whiplash. NFIB Small Business Optimism is muddling through while CEO confidence 
declined for the sixth consecutive quarter in Q38 and is looking quite likely to go 7 for 7 given current November / December 
data. We need business confidence to improve for CAPEX to reaccelerate and thus help extend this business cycle. 
Unfortunately, there are many global risks still coming in 2020 that could further hamper business sentiment, plus throw in 
the 2020 Presidential election for good measure and you have a recipe for CEO inaction.  
 
So what does all this mean for stocks going forward from here? Well, currently, Wall Street analysts are projecting 
a 7.9% increase in price over the next 12 Months7 (November 2019 – November 2020). The bottom-up target price for 
the S&P 500 is 3387.98, which is approximately 8% above the closing price of 3140.98 (as of 11/30/19).7,1 

 
At the sector level, the Energy (+16.4%) and Consumer Discretionary (+16.3%) sectors are expected to see the largest 
price increases, as these sectors have the largest upside differences between the bottom-up target price and the closing 
price. On the other hand, the Financials (+3.8%) sector is expected to see the smallest price increase, as this sector has 
the smallest upside difference between the bottom-up target price and the closing price for this sector.7 
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Growth bounce outside the US and a stall then a bounce in the US 
 
 US Big Picture: We expect GDP growth to slow from 2.3% in 2019 to 1.5% to 1.8% in 2020, before a more favorable 

post-election policy mix generates a rebound to 2.0% in 2021. 
  

 We believe the US experienced trend cycle growth of 2.3% in 2019 (the US economy has averaged 2.3% from 
2009 thru 2018).3 So far in 2019, we’ve posted 2.7% in Q1, 2.3% in Q2, and 2.1% in Q3.1 Our expectations 
are for 1.8% to 2.1% in Q4 2019. 

 
 The confluence of trade dispute whiplash and its effect on corporate sentiment, spending, and investment, tepid 

global demand for goods and services, combined with the natural end-of-cycle deceleration in growth leads to 
US growth decelerating to 1.5% to 1.8% in 2020 as this economic cycle hits old age, and the underlying 
rationale for additional accommodative Fed policy due to a slowing economy comes home to roost - just in time 
for a presidential election.  

 
 Significant US and global monetary policy stimulus starts to revive the patient in the second half of 2020 and 

into 2021, causing US growth to pick up to a slightly below cycle trend growth rate of 2% in 2021.  
 

 Our base case still remains that the US narrowly avoids a recession all together in 2020 / 2021 as the 
confluence of a strong enough consumer, a very supportive Fed which materially re-inserts the monetary policy 
stimulus adrenaline needle into the patient, US corporate earnings and revenue growth resiliency buoyed by 
those same consumers, provides just enough oomph to help us see our way through the storm. 
 

 Long-term US Growth story: Over the next couple of decades, we believe that a technology-led resurgence 
in productivity growth should lift the economy’s potential growth rate. That is likely to more than offset the 
restraining impact that the aging of the population will continue to have on labor force growth. 

 
 Global growth: Rebounds in manufacturing PMIs in both Germany and China in November and December 2019 point 

to a potential bottoming process in global growth. The unique circumstances of 2019 make data from Europe interesting 
when calling a bottom in activity now. In particular, Germany has been in the middle of: 1) the China slowdown; 2) the 
U.S. threatening auto tariffs; and 3) Brexit hurting exports. This matters because a bottom in German data is likely an 
important signal that the worst is passing for the global economy. Viewed in that light, recent German data has been 
moderately hopeful, from an already-low level. This is true even if a “V”-shaped bounce in the global economy remains 
tough to get.  
 

      
   Strategas Research Partners 
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         Ned Davis Research 

 
Global trade will either be the cog or the gunk in the global economic engine 
 
Bottom line view: While we are optimistic that a phase 1 deal can be reached before the 2020 election, we do not 
expect a material trade deal between the US and China before the 2020 election or anytime shortly thereafter. We 
believe modest trade reparations and easing may occur, but will not contain the depth and teeth proposed back in the 
original May 2019 deal. As such, any deal of that nature would only have a modestly positive market impact.  
 
The comprehensive agreement outlined earlier this year May is unlikely to come back. Instead, and as outlined by US Trade 
Representative Robert Lighthizer, we see the US and China continuing to work within this multiple “phases” approach to an 
overarching agreement. This approach makes sense, but will undoubtedly take longer, and be harder to negotiate in each 
subsequent phase. This first step, or “phase 1” would likely focus on the demand side of what both parties need right now: 
agriculture and possible energy purchases, while taking tariffs that are set to go into effect on December 15th off the table. 
We believe the US and China previously agreed to remove foreign ownership restrictions in 12 sectors, which could be an 
upside surprise to the agreement.  

 
It is better to classify “phase 1” as an “interim” deal as a way to say this mini-deal will be predicated on future talks focusing 
on more substantial reforms. Count me as skeptical that those future discussions will materialize in 2020. If and when they 
do, the next phase will certainly include more significant changes than previously outlined. But pointing to this deal as 
“interim” is designed to avoid criticism for the lack of structural reforms included in the first phase. Most economists and 
market participants believe that removing a negative (future tariffs) is a positive. But if the tariffs are just delayed until the 
next round of talks, the benefits of the agreement will be muted. Still, any cancellation of tariffs will reduce the expected 
(economic) trade drag in 2020.1,2 
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Strategas Research Partners  

 
This seemingly perpetual overhang of global trade tensions and broad populist rhetoric between not only the US and China, 
but the Eurozone, Mexico, France, the UK, Brazil, Argentina, and maybe even Santa Claus (hey, he exports to the US too), 
is becoming a drag – quite literally. The chain of effects global trade tensions are having permeate US and international 
manufacturing, is weighing on CEO confidence leading to a reduction in CAPEX, is reducing demand which feeds back into 
lower corporate sales, lower profitability, which then leads to cost-cutting and job losses. It isn’t good for sure, no matter 
what any politician says.  
 
The really important question is how long can this game of real-life economic and political chicken play out before it creates 
truly significant economic damage? Well, the answer is certainly different depending on who you ask. But when you look at 
the underlying effect on economic growth (see graph above2) as well as the actual statements made by US companies as 
evidenced in their quarterly earnings releases and calls, the real answer is not a whole heck of a lot longer. As such, any 
material shift in the dialogue that tilts us more towards a stalemate, or broader isolationist position with China 
and/or the rest of the world will materially lower both actual and expected US and global growth. The good news is 
that I whole-heartedly believe that President Trump desires to be re-elected. In my opinion, I don’t believe for one minute 
that he will (willingly) go into a 2020 election with a tanking market and a teetering economy – that has never proven to be 
a good strategy for winning an election.            
 
 
Fed and global central banks oil the economic machine 
 
As shown in the chart below, 82% of all global central banks are easing. All growth in the global stock market since 1989 
has occurred when over 50% of global central banks were easing. When 50% or more of global central banks have been 
easing, global stocks returned on average 8.1% per year. When less than 50% of global central banks are easing, 
subsequent global equity market returns have been a flattish -0.3%. As such, having 82% of all global central banks easing 
at least historically, sets us up for a potentially decent year in 2020.  Additionally, it is important to note that central bank 
easing usually correlates with the global manufacturing PMI rising. So, in that the global slowdown has impacted us, 
this should ease somewhat in the coming months and quarters.9 
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         Ned Davis Research 

 
Focusing on the Fed here in the US, three rate cuts in the middle of a broader economic recovery has historically set the 
market up for significant future returns. Anything more than 3 indicates widespread problems in the economy and, not 
surprisingly, leads to weaker returns. If this is truly a “mid-cycle” adjustment, the stock market should take off (+14%) within 
the next couple of months; otherwise, a recession or the end of the cycle becomes more likely. Since the third rate cut on 
October 30th, the S&P 500 is up 2.9% through December 5th.2,1  
 

 
       Strategas Research Partners 
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Global Market Predictions- where might we be at the end of 2020 
 
As I’ve done in each and every year ahead outlook, I will once again boldly try to lay out our expectations for next year – 
fully knowing that making these types of predictions is like trying to hit a fast and constantly moving target. Much can and 
will change. Both the expected and unexpected will occur. We can be relatively certain to see both market ups and downs 
and the ever-present friend that is market volatility. Speaking of volatility, a very important concept I learned early in my 
investment career was this - returns are highly variable and uncertain, but risks can be thoughtfully managed. The 
central tendency of our overarching investment approach is, and will always be, steeply rooted in risk management. 
 
We expect average to below-average returns in markets in 2020. Higher valuations, mediocre earnings expectations, 
already low interest rates, and lack of substantive market and economic catalysts lead to a positive, but below average year 
for both equities and fixed income. 
 
Potential outcomes for 2020 (as of December 5th 2019): 
 
 US Equities – positive low to mid-single digit returns; 4% to 7%  
 Global ex-US Equities - positive mid-single digit returns; 5% to 8% (USD) 
 Taxable Fixed Income low positive single-digit returns; 2% to 4%  
 US Municipal Fixed Income – low positive single-digit returns; 3% to 5% 

 
How about a fun set of charts? At 5.2, the Misery Index (the unemployment rate plus the inflation rate) has not been this 
consistently low since the Eisenhower Administration. Historically, when Misery index readings are this low (in the first 
decile of readings) they yield above-average S&P returns in the following 3, 6 and 12 months.2,6 So, can we all do our 
part and please make sure to be consistently happy throughout 2020? 
 

   
    Strategas Research Partners 
 
Is a US recession right around the corner?  
 
Before we get into whether or not a recession in the US is right around the corner, we first need to answer the question 
of how we actually define one. The National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) is the official body here in the US that 
not only defines what a recession is, but also when they start and stop. The NBER uses a broader definition of a recession 
than what commonly appears in the media. A definition of a recession commonly misused is “two consecutive quarters of 
a shrinking or negative gross domestic product (GDP).” In contrast, the NBER defines a recession as "a significant 
decline in economic activity spread across the economy, lasting more than a few months, normally visible in real 
GDP, real income, employment, industrial production, and wholesale-retail sales."10 Business cycle dates are 
determined by the NBER dating committee under contract with the Department of Commerce. Typically, these dates 
correspond to peaks and troughs in real GDP, although not always so. 
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So now that we know a little bit more about what defines a recession, and who the party responsible for calling one is, we 
can now squarely focus on when we think the next one arrives. Back in March of this year, I highlighted 5 fundamental 
reasons why a recession in the US is further away than many think. The fundamental tenor and data behind those reasons 
are still solidly in place today. If you haven’t reviewed these 5 fundamental factors, please click here to review. (Discussion 
of the factors begins on page 12.) 
 
 
Bottom line: We are seeing a slowdown, yes, but a U.S. recession is still not our base case. Additionally, the 
probability of a recession per the NY Fed’s recession model11 has ticked down as of the end of November to slightly over a 
24% chance within the next 12 months, from over a 30% chance back at the end of Q3 2019. Our belief is that a recession 
in the US is still a good ways off. We see the potential for a growth recovery in mid-to-late 2020 and into 2021, as the 
confluence of a strong enough consumer and a very supportive Fed which has and will likely continue to materially re-insert 
monetary policy stimulus starts to kick in and revives US growth.  
 
Even if we are wrong, and the US were to tip into recession, we believe the fundamental strength and position that both 
consumers and companies have been able to engineer themselves into post the Great Financial Crisis, as well as the overall 
willingness of central banks to be supportive, will make that recession much shorter and potentially shallower than what 
we’ve experienced during previous cycles.  
 
One very important point I want to stress though, is that investors should not conflate a potentially shallower 
economic recession with a shallower and/or less severe market down turn. It is very much possible for the US to 
experience a less severe economic recession or no recession at all, yet see markets sell off materially.  
 
Below are graphs12 that illustrate this exact point. A couple of notable highlights are: 
 

 The average and median length of bear markets post 1960 have lasted 12 months, 
 The more “severe” down turns, those with a 30% or greater draw down, have lasted 21 months on average, 
 Materially significant market down turns don’t necessarily always correspond with an economic recession, and 
 There have been a number of material market sell-offs outside of recessionary periods. 

 
 

     
 
 
 

https://www.firstcitizens.com/pdfs/Market-Outlook/Q2-2019-Commentary.pdf
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A word on timing - market timing, that is 
 
There are two questions I’d like you to think about. And we need to seriously put our thinking caps on to answer them. 
Those questions are:  
 

1. If there existed a person or a firm that could consistently time when to get out of markets and conversely back in, 
(with even a reasonable modicum of success), how much money would they manage?  

2. What would they charge for that miraculous feat?  
 
Well, the answers to these questions are pretty simple – all of it, and a lot! Look, a broken watch shows the correct time 
twice a day, but you wouldn’t walk around wearing it would you? I think not. It is critically important to understand and 
recognize that consistently timing when to get out of the market and then conversely back in, is a nearly impossible task. 
NO ONE to date has successfully proven they can consistently do it.13 You should be very wary of “financial experts” who 
profess that they can. Below,14,3 you can see how costly attempting to time markets can be: 
 

      
 
Below is some detail on just how sneaky bear markets are, and how unassuming they can be until one is squarely upon us. 
Bottom line is that US bear markets tend to start with a fall, then bounce within a few months, before the dramatic 
final fall:12 
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The takeaway is that the average decline in the first correction is 9% over 3 months, but the average bounce after 
that is almost as large over a further 2 months, before an eventual further decline of 32%!  
 
So if not market timing, then what? 
 
Well if timing the market doesn’t work, then what should your plan for financial success be? Back in May 2018, I detailed 
what I believe to be a cogent plan for financial success. Please click here for our piece on “Dealing with Market Volatility: A 
strategy for how NOT to be eaten by a bear.” I believe if you follow this plan, (with our help of course!) you will find yourself 
in a much better and potentially wealthier place than the normal emotional investing habits that tend to manifest themselves 
when the markets really fall. 
 
Final Parting thoughts 
 
So how’s that for sticking with a New Year’s resolution? I didn’t even make it to the end of the paper! I guess when it comes 
to brevity, I am truly a lost soul. During the holidays, many of us take a moment to reflect on the year that’s ending and look 
towards the one yet to begin. Quite often we reflect on longer-term goals and objectives; what’s truly important to us and 
our families, as well as things in our lives that have changed and/or have yet to change. Please take the time to do this over 
the holidays. I personally believe this to be both a critical and cathartic exercise in ensuring I truly “keep my eye on the 
prize.”  
  
 So what’s on my list for Santa this year you ask? Here’s the short list: 
 

• World peace and respect for all forms of life 
• Political and social humility, civility, and cooperation with a modicum of smarts thrown in for good measure 
• A continued market rally fueled by strong and growing corporate earnings and profitability, coupled with coordinated 

global monetary and fiscal policy thoughtfulness  
• Health and happiness for my family 
• A Philadelphia Eagles Super Bowl win (Not a chance - we stink) 
• A new guitar…more like a couple (yes, I know I have a problem) 
• The continued success for all of our clients that we have the incredible privilege and honor to work with 

every single day.  
 
May you and your family have the happiest, healthiest and most prosperous year in 2020! 

 
Brent 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.firstcitizens.com/pdfs/Market-Outlook/Dealing-with-Market-Volatility.pdf
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1 Bloomberg / Bloomberg Data. US Equity markets represented by the Russell 3000 index  
2 Strategas Research Partners 
3 JP Morgan Research, JP Morgan Guide to the Markets – 11/30/2019 
4 US Federal Reserve 
5 Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta 
6 US Bureau of Labor Statistics, BLS 
7 FactSet Research Insights 
8 National Federation of Independent Businesses, NFIB 
9 Ned Davis Research 
10 National Bureau of Economic Research, NBER 
11 Federal Reserve Bank of New York 
12 Goldman Sachs Economic Research, Goldman Sachs Investment Research 
13 Vanguard, Stockton and Shtekhman, 2010, Hulbert Financial Database which monitors more than 100 market-timing 
newsletters and web-based forecasters 
14 Fidelity Investments 
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